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Introduction: Based on data-model comparison for O isotopes, presolar O-rich grains have been divided into four 
main groups, each of which potentially represents a group of grains from a specific type of star [1]. However, state-
of-the-art stellar models are often simplified 1D models, which are incapable of fully capturing all physical processes 
occurring in stars. Nucleosynthesis calculations also suffer from uncertainties in initial stellar composition and nuclear 
reaction rates. Thus, the proposed stellar origins for presolar O-rich grains requires confirmation by additional isotope 
systematics. Groups 1 and 2 grains are long believed to have originated from low-mass red giant branch 
(RGB)/asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars [1]. However, large 25Mg excesses were recently found in a number of 
Groups 1 and 2 silicate grains [2,3,4], which are incompatible with model predictions for low-mass stars [5,6] and 
thus pose a challenge to their proposed low-mass stellar origins. Given the significant amount of Mg in spinel 
(MgAl2O4), presolar spinel grains are also suitable for Mg isotope analysis. For direct comparison with the recent 
high-spatial-resolution Mg isotope data for presolar silicates, we investigated Al-Mg isotope systematics of presolar 
oxides using Hyperion-NanoSIMS with a focus on grains with high 17O/16O ratios.  

Methods:  The analyzed grains were all found on the < 200 nm spinel-rich Orgueil separate mount previously 
prepared for the study of [7] for Cr isotopes. We imaged 140 15 × 15 μm2 areas for O isotopes using a ~1 pA Cs+ 
beam on the NanoSIMS 50 instrument at Wash U. We identified 109 presolar O-rich grains with > 3σ anomalies in 
one of the O isotope ratios. We then selected 34 Al-rich grains with high 17O/16O ratios for Al-Mg isotope analyses by 
rastering a ~1 pA primary O− ion beam produced by a Hyperion RF source. Aluminum-Mg isotope data were obtained 
in 24 out of the 34 grains, including four Group 2 and 20 Group 1 grains. For the other 10 grains, there was insufficient 
Mg signal from the targeted grain or significant Mg contamination around the targeted grain. 

Results and Discussion: Our Groups 1 and 3 and nova grains had O isotopic compositions similar to the literature 
oxide data. However, we found that compared to the literature presolar oxides (400 nm to a few µm; [8]) (9.4!".$%&.'%) 
our presolar oxide grains comprise an enhanced percentage of Group 4 grains (23.9!$.'%((.&%). Since Group 4 grains 
were inferred to have come from supernovae [1], this observation implies that the supernova grain abundance increases 
with decreasing grain size, in line with the trend previously observed for presolar SiC grains [9].  

 Our preliminary Mg isotope data were reported in [10]. The NanoSIMS Al/Mg elemental ratios suggest that 
among the 24 O-anomalous grains analyzed for Al-Mg isotope systematics, 23 grains are spinel and the other grain is 
likely corundum. A comparison of our grain data with FRUITY AGB models [5] for O and Mg isotope ratios and 
26Al/27Al ratio reveals that the Groups 1 and 2 grains from this study originated from low-mass RGB/AGB stars. The 
inferred initial 26Al/27Al ratios for our Group 1 grains reach a maximum of 0.01, a factor of several higher than 
FRUITY model calculations for O-rich RGB/AGB stars and also higher than the maximum 26Al/27Al ratio of main-
stream SiC grains from AGB stars of higher initial masses. These inconsistencies together point to the occurrence of 
cool-bottom processing (CBP) in the parent stars of Group 1 grains with high initial 26Al/27Al ratios (>0.004) at low 
circulation rates but high temperatures, resulting in barely altered 18O/16O but increased 26Al/27Al ratios in the stellar 
envelope [11]. In contrast to the common, large 25Mg excesses found in Group 1 silicates with high 17O/16O ratios [4], 
we did not find any large 25Mg excesses (>200‰) in our Group 1 oxide grains with comparable 17O enrichments, 
providing further evidence that Group 1 silicates with large 25Mg excesses did not come from low-mass stars.  

Conclusions: The O and Al-Mg isotopic systematics of our Groups 1 and 2 grains suggest that they came from 
low-mass RGB/AGB stars that experienced CBP. Compared to the Group 1 grains, the large 18O depletions of the 
Group 2 grains are likely caused by higher CBP circulation rates. The higher percentage of Group 4 grains observed 
in this study suggests that the supernova grain abundance increases with decreasing grain size, in line with the trend 
previously observed for presolar SiC grains. 
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